We have constructed a physical map of human chromosome 22q using bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clones. The map consists of 613 chromosome 22-specific BAC clones that have been localized and assembled into contigs using 452 landmarks, 346 of which were previously ordered and mapped to specific regions of the q arm of the chromosome by means of chromosome 22-specific yeast artificial chromosome clones. The BAC-based map provides immediate access to clones that are stable and convenient for direct genome analysis. The approach to rapidly developing marker-specific BAC contigs is relatively straightforward and can be extended to generate scaffold BAC contig maps of the rest of the chromosomes. These contigs will provide substrates for sequencing the entire human genome. We discuss how to efficiently close contig gaps using the end sequences of BAC clone inserts.
To date, all of the human chromosomes have been mapped on the basis of a variety of markers and resources including sequence-tagged sites (STSs) and yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs; refs. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Currently, large numbers of STSs and expressed sequence tags (ESTs) are being generated and localized on human chromosomes, and it is expected that a human genome map with markers spaced at 100-kb intervals will soon be available (9) . YACs with inserts >1000 kb have provided an efficient means to develop genome-wide contig maps that integrate a variety of markers. However, YAC-based physical maps are not ideal for direct genome sequencing, because YAC clones are often plagued with chimerism, rearrangement, and deletion (10) (11) (12) and because isolating reasonable amounts of pure YAC DNA for molecular analysis is difficult. Cosmid contigs have been used to obtain highresolution maps. However, because cosmids carry relatively short inserts, map assembly and large-scale sequencing are not very efficient. We describe an approach to facilitate large-scale genomic sequencing, which involves transforming YAC-based maps of human chromosomes into maps based on large insert bacterial clones, such as bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs), which are stable, represent the largest human inserts obtainable amongst bacterial clones, and can readily be manipulated and directly used as sequencing substrates.
The BAC system employs a vector based on the Escherichia coli F-factor replicon that maintains clones at single-copy in recombination-deficient bacterial hosts (13) . We have constructed extensive genomic BAC libraries both for the human (unpublished data) and the mouse genomes (unpublished data), with inserts as large as 350 kb. Further, we have demonstrated the stability of large human DNA inserts in BAC vectors during extended propagation of the clones (13, 14) . Because of their stability, relatively large size, simple purification, general ease of screening using hybridization or PCR to correlate markers with corresponding clones, BACs provide reliable and efficient materials for the construction of sequence-ready maps. We report here an approach to rapidly constructing a chromosome-scale BAC scaffold map by screening a human BAC library with chromosome 22-specific markers. Many of these markers were previously ordered via YAC-based chromosome 22q mapping (7) . We discuss how the map can directly be used for the initiation of large-scale genome sequencing. This approach serves as a paradigm for the rapid development of sequence-ready physical maps for other chromosomes and for clones that can be used as substrates to sequence the entire human genome.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A human BAC library with -4-fold coverage was constructed from human fibroblast primary cell line (ATCC CRL 1905) and screened either by colony hybridization or by PCR analysis of library subpools (unpublished data). The 452-chromosome 22-specific markers that were used for screening the library are listed in Table 1 . The anonymous STSs, ESTs, YAC end probes, and fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH)-mapped cosmids used in this experiment were described (7) . FISH mapping of chromosome 22-specific fosmids (15) and BACs (16) has been described elsewhere. To screen the library with cosmids and fosmids, inserts were isolated from low-melt gels after SfiI or NotI digestion, respectively, and radiochemically labeled as described (16, 17) . STS primers generated by the genomic group at the Whitehead Institute (Cambridge, MA) have been described elsewhere (8) .
The insert size of the BAC clones was determined by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis of NotI digests of miniprep BAC DNA (13) . Contaminating Otto't r9rSUG aaing 3 (18) . The map shows the order and contiguity of BAC clones and markers with respect to each other, and the position of the physical gaps between contigs. However, the distance between the objects such as markers, clones, and contigs and the extension of the BAC clones do not reflect actual scale. Information regarding BAC libraries and chromosome 22-specific clones is available from our web page (19) . All of the BAC clones identified in this paper are available from Research Genetics (Huntsville, AL). Table 1 summarizes a total of 452 markers that were used. These markers were positioned on the map according to the results of the screening of a 4-fold library (Fig. 1) . Three hundred forty-six of the markers on the map were derived from the YAC map and thus served as anchor points for the current map. Of the >800 putative chromosome 22-specific BACs selected by various methods, 613 clones could be placed on the map unequivocally. The rest of the BACs that were not included in the map are either positive for known chromosome 22- Contigs initially established by the content of markers on BAC clones were further characterized. Members of a contig identified by a set of markers were subjected to restriction fingerprint analysis for the confirmation of the contiguity among the clones using the method originally developed by Sulston et al. (20, 24) , which has been modified for BAC fingerprinting (18) . Overall To efficiently sequence the entire chromosome 22q arm, one could select a set of -200-250 nonoverlapping or minimally overlapping BACs directly from the map, which would then be sequenced. To close the gaps between the sequenced islands, both ends of the clone inserts from all known chromosome 22-specific BACs would then be sequenced using BAC miniprep DNA directly as sequencing templates. With BAC end sequence information, one can precisely determine the extent of the overlaps of these clones with the sequence-completed BACs. A suggestion has been made that the entire human genome could be sequenced distributively by first generating end sequences of large numbers of random BAC clones-e.g., 200,000 BAC clones corresponding to -10-fold genomic coverage-given that the average insert size is 150 kb (C. Venter, personal communication). The BAC end sequences would then be used to align these BACs with sequencecomplete BACs to select minimally overlapping clones for further sequencing.
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By screening a moderate-depth BAC library using various markers from the previously developed YAC map, we could efficiently construct a highly representative physical contig map for the q arm of human chromosome 22. On average, a contig covering >200 kb is obtained each time a 4-fold library is screened with an EST or an STS marker. Thus by applying the approach that we have described to the rest of the human chromosomes, where mapped EST or STS markers at better than 200-kb resolution already exist, it will be possible to rapidly build scaffold BAC contig maps for those chromosomes. The scaffold could be further refined and extended for more complete coverage of the genome using the BAC endsequencing strategy. It can also be used as a guide to provide substrates for efficient large-scale sequencing of the entire human and murine genomes.
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